Abstract: This paper proposes an error system modeling between a real plant and a model which may be derived by physical modeling. The error system is expected to be used to refine the model accuracy for dynamics of a real plant. It is shown that the error system can be represented as a LPV(Linear Parameter Varying) system by some approximation. Moreover, an identification method for the error system modeling is proposed. In the identification process, since the direct method cannot be applied, an indirect method is proposed. To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, some numerical simulations are demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
Methods for nonlinear system modelling have been developed by many researchers such as Kerschen et al. (2006) in decades. However, it is difficult to eliminate influences of model errors which occur at a construction process of a model, and this seems like an unavoidable problem. For example, although modelling by physical first principle is often used as one of the nonlinear system modelling methods, generally this method is applied by extracting only important phenomena and ignoring slight ones. This can be a cause of a model error. Another method is nonlinear system identification by assuming nonlinearities of systems or approximating its dynamics using methods such as neural-net. But this also cannot avoid making a model error because of incorrectness of the assumption of nonlinearities.
On the other hand, necessities to construct accurate models are increased. To make developing period of products shorter in industry, use of Model Based Development(MBD), in which developers work not on real plants but on models of the plants in computers, is increasing. Models for this kind of development are required to be precisely similar to the real plants because those are alternatives for them. Otherwise, a controller designed by MBD process cannot control the real plant well, although it can control the simulation model in a computer well. As other demands for precise models, it is clear that models for state observers and model predictive control, which are used widely in industries, are desirable to be accurate as possible as it can be.
However, as mentioned before, it is impossible to obtain models which is completely identical to the real plants due to the limiations of nonlinear system modelling. In this research, we propose error system modelling by which a system describing model error between a target real plant and given its model is modeled. This given model is henceforth called as a simplified model in the sense that this is constructed by simplifying the real plant. It can be considered that various merits mentioned below are obtained by knowing the behavior of error between a real plant and the simplified model.
Firstly and clearly, an error system can be used to compensate for error of the simplified model. That is, behavior of the real plant can be rendered by combining the simplified model and the error system. Although this compensation seems a circuitous approach compared to a refinement of the model itself, it can be considered that this approach prevent the model being too complicated. Moreover, the compensation for the simplified model implies that we can improve the accuracy of a state observer and design a highperformance controller for the real plant with the error system. For instance, by using this compensation in the prediction step of model predictive control, more optimal input for the real plant can be calculated at each step with more accurate prediction of the state. Another merit from a point of view of model evaluation is that accuracy of the simplified model can be evaluated by the error system. That is, it can be seen that "small" dynamics of the error system implies accuracy of the simplified model, e.g., the H ∞ norm or L 2 induced norm can be used.
Though it is not useful if the error system is too complicated to represent the model error, in this paper, it is shown that the error system can be discribed as a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) system form by some assumptions of model error structure. A LPV system is a linear system whose parameters are time-variant and depend on known external signals called scheduling paremeters. Although this system seems linear, it can represent many kind of systems in wide classes including nonlinear systems. Moreover, LPV systems are frequently used in gain scheduling control and robust control, and control methods for it is matured. See Rugh (2000) for this. So, we can make use of these methods to deal with the error system by modelling in LPV form.
For LPV system identification, the local approach, which can be seen in such as De Caigny et al. (2009) and Yusuke Okimura (2010) , is exploited in this research. Because it is difficult to obtain data for the direct identification of the local system as mentioned later, an indirect identification method is proposed. This paper is organized as follow. In section 2, the error system is approximately derived as a LPV system by assumptions of model error structure. Then, an identification method for the LPV error system is explained in section 3. Firstly some problems of the local system identification are stated, and then, a new identification method to solve the problems is proposed. After that, a global system identification method using the identified local systems is shown. In section 4, effectiveness of the proposed method for the error system modelling is demonstrated by some neumerical simulations. Finally, some conclutions are mentioned in section 5.
DERIVATION OF LPV ERROR SYSTEM
In this section, we will show that an error system dynamics between a given real plant and its simplified model is described by a LPV system form.
Consider a real plant as a nonlinear input affine systeṁ
and given its simplified model
where x,x, y,ŷ ∈ R n , u ∈ R m and each of f (x), δf (x), g(x) and δg(x) has a compatible demension.
We assume the state of each system can be measured as output. And, model error structure is represented by δf (x) and δg(x) in (1). Moreover, it is assumed that although the simplified model state show similar behavior as the real plant, they are not exactly the same.
Let us consider the output error when a same input u is applied to both systems. Firstly, output error and state error are defined as δy := y−ŷ and δx := x−x respectively, where δx is assumed to be sufficiently small.
Dynamics of the state error can be described as follow by using Taylor series expansion around x =x. Although from here, we assume single input systems for simplicity, it can be easily extended to multi input cases as stated later.
(3) We can approximate this equation by assuming u := u + δu, by choosing δu as sufficiently small value and approximating δxδu ≈ 0 as follow:
where
In this equation, if (x,ū) is fixed, this system can be regarded as a linear affine system (a linear system with an offset term) with state δx and input δu. Here,x can be obtained because it is the state of the simplified model, andū is also known value since we can choose δu to be sufficiently small for u. So, this system can be regarded as a LPV system in a broad sense with scheduling parameters (x,ū). Note that these approximation hold when δx is sufficiently small.
IDENTIFICATION OF LPV ERROR SYSTEM
We use the local approach for LPV system identification in this research. This approach is executed in the following steps.
(1) Fix scheduling parameters on some local points and identify each local linear (affine) system in the neighborhood of the points. (2) Fit the local system parameters to functions of the scheduling parameters and interpolate the parameters.
In contrast, there is a global approach in which the entire LPV system is identified in one step by exciting input signals and scheduling parameters simultaneously. See De Caigny et al. (2009) or Vanwingerden and Verhaegen (2009) ) for this approach. However, it is difficult to use exciting signals in real plants, and we do not use them.
In this section, we will describe a method for identification of a LPV system from input and output data u, y,ŷ in (1) and (2), that is identification of F (x,ū), G(x), W (x,ū) in (4).
Local Systems Identification
As the first step of the local approach, local systems identification are conducted. To do this, we need to obtain input and output signals for identification by fixing the scheduling parameters and exciting the system around it.
The scheduling parameters of the system under consideration are (x,ū). Choosing fixed value of each variables as x i (i = 1 . . . N x ) and u j (j = 1 . . . N u ), respectively, the local point where the local identification is executed is defined as (x i , u j ) of all combination of x i and u j .
Direct Method and Its Problem
As a direct identification approach, it can easily come up to obtain input and output signals by injecting same input to the real plant and the simplified model and calculating the difference between their outputs. However, there are problems in this approach as follows:
• To fixx on x i , a corresponding balanced input (defined asũ i here) of the simplified model has to be applied. (Here, we assume existence of the balanced input.) However, if we choose δu sufficiently small and make u =ũ i + δu for the identification, there is possibility of existence of j such that u − u j cannot be sufficiently small. In this case, the approximation in the previous section does not hold. So, arbitrary u j cannot be chosen in this case.
• Since the error system has to represent the error behavior when the same input are applied to both the real plant and the simplified model, same input should be also applied to both systems when the identification is conducted. But, in the case where input u =ũ i +δu is chosen, while the simplified model is operated around x i , the real plant state may drift due to the model error terms, which results in that δx cannot be sufficiently small.
Due to these problems, it can be concluded that the direct approch of the local system identification is difficult. Consequently, we propose an indirect method to identify all of the local systems at (x i , u j ). 
Proposed Method
Note that we used (x −x)δx ≈ 0 and (x −x)δu ≈ 0 in the expansion.
On the other hand, the parameters of the error system (4) when the scheduling parameters are fixed on (x,ū) = (x,ū RP ) are
By comparisons between (9)- (11) and (13)- (15), the following equations hold:
In (18) (16)- (18), which mean that we can identify a local system around (x,ū RP ).
In (8), by adding δu ≡ 0 with the initial states δx = 0 and x =x, we can get δy ≡ 0 since both of the real plant and the simplified model states stayx. From this relationship, the following equations hold:
From these equations we can obtain
Hence, by (18) and (21), W (x,ū RP ) can be calculated as
Moreover, by regarding (8) as a linear system with inputs δu andx −x, it can be identified by conventional methods such as subspace identification.
Representing eachū RP which coresponds to x i as u * i , we can obtain local systems at (x i , u * i ), i = 1 . . . N x by the above calculations. Next, we explain a method to obtain local systems around (x i , u j ), j = 1 . . . N u for each x i , i = 1 . . . N x using the obtained local systems.
The parameters of the local system around (x i , u j ) are
Note that (24) for all i are already obtained, because they are independent from the value ofū.
On the other hand, from (23) and (25) 
Here, W (x i , u j ) can be calculated by (24) and (27). Regarding F (x i , u j ), since only ∂δg ∂x (x i ) is unknown value in (26), it can be calculated if we can know that value. To obtain this value, the best way is determining global δg(x) using (24) by the method shown in next subsection, differentiating it w.r.t. x, and substituting x i into it.
By the method described above, we can obtain all of the local systems at the fixed point of scheduling parameters (x i , u j ) for all i, j.
Fitting for Global System
In this subsection, we explain a method to obtain the parameters of global system, that is, F (x,ū),G(x),W (x,ū) as functions w.r.t. the scheduling parameters in (4).
Firstly, we introduce basis functions γ k (·) and define scheduling parameter vector ρ(x,ū) as follow:
where ⊗ is Kronecker product, and ρ(x,ū) ∈ R (Nρ+1)×1 . And define a projection operator π(·) as
Using these descriptions, let us assume the structures of F (x,ū), G(x), W (x,ū) are affine w.r.t. the basis functions as follow:
, and I n and I m are unit matrices with demension n and m, respectively. Under these assumptions, we can calculate the parameter matrices F, G and W by solving the following optimization problems:
where · F represents Frobenius norm. These optimizaiton problems can be solved analytically by leastsquare method.
Remarks
In this subsection, we state some remarks about the proposed identification approach.
Extension for MIMO As mentioned before, although we considered only single input cases for simplicity so far, it is easily extended to multi input cases. In these cases, because the variable coefficients g(x) and δg(x) on input are not vectors but matrices, the differential representation of them ∂g ∂x and ∂δg ∂x cannot be calculated. To avoid this problem, we introduce a vectorizing operator vec(·), which is shown in Turkington (2005) . This operator converts a matrix into a vector which consists of lined up column vectors of the original matrix in descending order. For example, a matrix A ∈ R n×m is converted into a vector vec(A) ∈ R nm×1 .
For instance, consider
where u k represent the k-th element of u. When we conduct Taylor series expansion on it around x =x, although the term of the first order differential was represented only by
without the vectorizing operator, now we can represent it as
with the operator, where there is no need to pick up the elements of u.
By replacing this representation with ∂g ∂x (x)u in the derived formula above, we can apply the procedure for the single input cases to multi input cases.
Identifiability Condition When one of the local systems is identified indirectly, a system which have to be identified directly by some conventional method is (8). And, this system is a linear system thanks to (21). To assure this system being identifiable, the variable coefficient of input (10) must not be zero. This fact implies that the error system cannot be identified when the simplified model agrees well with the real plant with respect to the variable coefficient of input. However, we can purposely change this variable coefficient in the simplified model by adding some error, which result in solving this problem. Although there are several conditions to succeed the identification, this condition is picked up because it is attributed to consideration of the error system.
Similarity Transformation for Local Systems
Although a state-space model can be obtained when (8) is identified by some conventional method, it is not always true that its realization corresponds to the one of the system we want. If they are not in accord, similarity transformation has to be applied to the identified system. We can obtain the realization we want by choosing the similarity transformation matrix as C matrix of the identified system, which convert the output equation into δy = δx.
Concretely speaking, when we identify (8) and we get a state-space model system as δẋ =Ãδx +Bδu,
by choosing the similarity transformation matrix as δx = Cδx, the state vector is transformed to same one as (8), and we can calculate the parameters as follows:
Choice of Basis Functions On the stage of the fitting of global system, the basis functions for scheduling parameters should be chosen and this choice is one of the important factor for the accuracy of the global system. Among the functions (5)- (7), which we want to calculate, (5) includes known terms ∂f ∂x (x) and ∂g ∂x (x)ū. Not to lose the information from these terms, it is recommended to calculate these terms and to choose basis functions in terms ofx andū is recommended.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, we show the result of some numerical simulations to comfirm if a LPV error system can be identified by the proposed method.
Assume that a real plant is d dt
and, the simplified model is d dt
where, we assume that the real plant is operated in the region |x 1 | < 1,|x 2 | < 1.
The fixed points of each of the scheduling parameters are chosen as follow: both ofx 1 andx 2 are from −0.8 to 0.8 in 0.2 increments, and both ofū 1 andū 2 are from −10 to 10 in 1 increments. Then, all combination of them are defined as the local identification points.
For the local identification, we choose the sampling time as 0.01 [sec] and the number of data as 5000 points. As inputs for identification δu 1 and δu 2 , Gaussian white noises with variance 0.002 and 0.02 are chosen respectively. The local identification is conducted by n4sid command in MATLAB r and the identified descrete time systems are converted into continuous time systems by d2c command. Moreover, the basis fanctions are chosen as The identified LPV error system is simulated with the simplified model, and the results are shown below. Here, sampling time to update the parameters of the LPV error system is chosen as 0.001 [sec] . Firstly, the output signals of the real plant and the simplified model when input signals shown in Fig.2(a) are injected are Fig.2(b) , where RP and SM stand for Real Plant and Simplified Model respectively. From the figure, we can see that both systems behave very closely but they are not the same completely.
A comparison between the error of these outputs and output of the identified error system is shown in Fig.3 , where ES stands for Error System. It can be said the identified system represents the actual error behavior well.
Finally, to confirm how the LPV error system can compensate the error of the simplified model, the difference between the real plant and the simplified model (RP-SM) and difference between the real plant and the sum of outputs of the simplified model and the error system (RP-(SM+ES)) are plotted on Fig.4 , and the means and the variances of them are shown in table 1. It is shown that both of the mean and the variance of (RP-(SM+ES)) are closer to zero than ones of (RP-SM) from the table. This implies the LPV error system works to decrease the error of simplified model when they are combined. In this paper, we proposed error system modelling which models a model error dynamifcs between a given real plant and the simplified model, showed the error system can be represented as a LPV system, and proposed an identification method for it. Some numerical simulations were demonstrated which showed the effectiveness of the error system to compensate for the model error. To make the error system more useful, we should consider to improve the accuracy of the identification, that is a future work. And also, to make this method more general, output function have to be taken into consideration. For practical application, we think it can be used to improve accuracy of prediction in model predictive controls.
